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Sir Charles Hallwyn is on a quest for dragon eggs when he encounters an angel sitting on a

rock. The angel says he has to sit on the rock for three years, a punishment for an uncharitable

remark he made at a friend’s expense. Sir Charles recognizes an opportunity when he sees

one (he’s been selling dragons to train young dragon-fighters for years now) but as it turns out,

dragons are also good at recognizing opportunities. And there’s one very angry dragon-mom

on the way.Originally published in Dragons, Knights and Angels magazine, Even A Stone sees

a chance meeting change Sir Charles’ entire life, and an angel may learn whether even a stone

warms up if you sit on it.Even A Stone can also be purchased as part of the "Seven Angels

Short Story Bundle," along with "Damage," "Winter Branches," "Hired Man," and eight bonus

shorts.
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StoneA Short Storyby Jane LebakSir Charles Hallwyn is on a quest for dragon eggs when he

encounters an angel sitting on a rock. The angel says he has to sit on the rock for three years,

a punishment for an uncharitable remark he made at a friend’s expense. Sir Charles

recognizes an opportunity when he sees one (he’s been selling dragons to train young dragon-

fighters for years now) but as it turns out, dragons are also good at recognizing opportunities.

And there’s one very angry dragon-mom on the way.Originally published in Dragons, Knights

and Angels magazine, Even A Stone sees a chance meeting change Sir Charles’ entire life,

and an angel may learn whether even a stone warms up if you sit on it.Even A Stone is also

part of the Seven Angels Short Story Bundle, along with Damage, Winter Branches, Hired

Man, and eight bonus shorts.Even A StoneSir Charles Hallwyn was riding at the head of his

retinue when he spotted it, an arrow-flight away across the wasteland: an angel sitting on a

rock.Heart pounding, he halted the others. What could it want? Half-forgotten stories swirled

through his head. Why did angels usually appear? Was he being assigned a great task?

Knowing knights weren’t supposed to run away, he rode toward it instead, sword sheathed. The

brush crackled as the horse pushed through, and a cloud of dust followed their passage.

Perhaps that was why his mouth had gone dry.The angel wore a linen robe and a gold cape

that covered most of the stone on which he sat, and he carried his wings tucked up so they

touched neither the ground nor the rock. Standing he would have towered a head taller than Sir

Charles (whose broad shoulders and short stature had earned him the school nickname

“whiskey bottle”). At full extent the angel’s wings would have spread to twice his height, and the

feathers glistened silvery blue in the straight noontime sunlight.The angel smiled. “Thanks for

stopping. Not many pass this way.”Shaking inside, the knight dismounted and removed his

helmet, then brushed his sweat-drenched brown curls from his eyes. He bowed as well as he

could manage wearing leather mail, and his sword clanked against its scabbard as he

genuflected.“Please don’t.” The angel wore a no-nonsense expression in his brown eyes. “The

only one to worship is God, and anyhow, I simply wanted to talk.”Sir Charles took in the angel’s

slender features, his relaxed poise, the way the breeze lifted the straight ends of the angel’s

black hair. The air around the angel carried the scent of tea leaves, leaving him dizzy. “Do you

bear a message for me?”The angel shrugged. “Nothing specific. Where are you going?”Sir

Charles gestured toward the foothills twenty miles away.The angel sat taller. “Dragons live

there. You’re planning to fight one?”Sir Charles chuckled. “I’m not that skilled a knight. I raise

dragons.”The angel cocked his head. “Now that’s a reversal! I’m glad some of your kind can

see them as intelligent and beautiful creatures. It saddens me how often knights venture out to

slaughter one, and how many of them either fail to return or else parade home dragging their

victims’ severed heads as if homicide were a mark of glory.”
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Patrick Dorn, “Charming and subtly ethical tale of Angels, Knights, and Dragons. There are

several reasons why "Even A Stone" is a charming, delightful must-read.1. Great sense of

humor, especially when satirizing higher education and the privileged elite.2. Compelling

character arcs for the entrepreneurial knight and the angel.3. A gentle nudge toward the ethical

treatment of dragons (and other animals).4. Even though the story is mostly two characters

talking, there's plenty of storytelling action, followed by actual action.5. Good theology. Okay, so

the angel stuff is a bit popularized, but the rest of the theology is spot on and subtle.6. It's free.

But it's also a temptation to go deeper into this author's other stories.If this is what redemptive

without being didactic "Catholic" fantasy fiction can be like, I'm all in.”

The Book Dragon, “Surprising but compelling Christian fantasy. I didn't read the description of

this story, so it was a total surprise. The author's voice is strong with wonderful descriptions,

and the unexpected mixture of angels and dragons was delightful. The only thing that jarred

was some of the humor, which pulled me out of the mesmerizing prose, as if the story had a

split personality. But the writing was so compelling I had to finish to find out what happened.

Recommended for readers of Christian fantasy.”

Springred, “Good Short Story!. Good short story for summer beach read! For fans of Angels

and ancient Dragon tales this author does well and will try the other writings ~perfect quick

beach read ”

Karina Fabian, “Love the ending!. Angels and dragons? It's not what you think, but it's so much

better! Jane's Seven Archangels world leaves Biblical times for the fantasy medieval setting for

a great story.”

Angela Naff, “A fun extremely short story - might need to pick up .... A fun extremely short story

- might need to pick up the others in this series as I was left feeling like the story really needed

a lot more. Mystical great short read for a lunch hour!”

Marie C. Regis, “Fictional. it was a very interesting story, a bit heretical I thought but quite

amusing. I love angel stories. the ending was surprising but funny.”



HLGStrider, “Clever and quirky. I really enjoyed this. I wasn't sure what to expect as a knight

approaches and angel and they swap stories. This was hilarious and a bit heartwarming.”

The book by Jane Lebak has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 19 people have provided feedback.
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